Assembly and user manual of a helper tower

Please keep this manual for further use

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Please read this manual carefully before assembling and starting to use the helper tower
(hereinafter also: the product). In case you have any questions, please contact the producer
OÜ Ning for further instructions: nipstikids@gmail.com; facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nipstikids/.
Please follow the instructions and warnings given in this manual regarding the assembly, use,
maintenance and utilisation of the product - ignoring those instructions and warnings may
entail injuries to the child upon using the product.

ASSEMBLY OF THE HELPER TOWER
Details:
The package includes the following plywood product details:
Image 1

In addition, the package includes 16 screws, 12 wooden dowels, 2 screws with handles and a hex
key.

Assembled helper tower:

Image 2 (tower-position)

Image 3 (desk-position)

! We recommend to assemble the product either on the carpet or on a cover material laid on the
floor to avoid scratching of the product details.
The product must be assembled only by the adult. The product package includes small parts
(screws, woodel dowels). NEVER leave the screws and wooden dowels to the children’s reach,
small parts are a choking hazard for the child.
1.

Divide the details in the package into two parts: for the upper part and for the lower part as
shown on image 1:

- details of the upper part: 1A, 5, 6 and 7 (2 pcs);
- details of the lower part: 1, 2, 3 and 4 (2 pcs).
! Make sure that details 1 and 1A are divided correctly. Detail 1A has three slots on the edge, but
detail 1 has two slots.
2. Place all the wooden dowels (12 pcs) on the side details (4 and 7) to the non-penetrating slots.
3. Connect details 1, 2 and 3 with the wooden dowels on detail 4:

Image 4

! The laminate on our most exsclusive helper tower details is
different on both sides. The purpose for that is to provide extra
security for little ones. The surface with structured laminate is
less slippery. So during assembly be aware to place structured
side upwards on detail 2 (this is the step and the seat) and
downwards on detail 3. We recommend to place structured side
inside on detail 1, because then all smooth faces will be outside
on the whole helper tower.

4. Connect the other detail 4 with details 1, 2 and 3:
Image 5
! Upon attaching the screws to the details tighten the screws
carefully and observ that upon tightening you do not damage
the laminate.

5. Fasten the screws (2 to each side). ! Do not fasten the screws on detail 3:
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6. Connect details 1A, 5 and 6 with the wooden dowels of detail 7:

Image 7

! If you have the version with different laminate on both side of
the details, then place the structured sides inside (the dark sides
on the image 7).

7. Connect the other detail 7:

Image 8

8. Fasten the screws (4 on each side):

Image 9

9. Connect the two previously assembled parts with each other and fasten the remaining screws to
detail 3:
Image 10

10. Fasten the screws with the handle, see images 2 and 3.
READY!

USE OF THE HELPER TOWER
General conditions for use of the product
The helper tower is intented for use for two purposes:
a) in the tower-position for use by the kitchen counter, sink, working desk or other higher surface
to which the child would otherwise independently not reach;
b) in the desk-position for use as the children’s desk and bench.
Do not use the helper tower for any other purposes as this may be danagerous and cause injuries to
the child.
The helper tower is suitable for use for the child, if the child can stand, sit without a backrest and
independently climb up and down the helper tower. The helper tower is too small for the child, if
the product is inconvenient for the child to use in the tower-position. The approximate recommended age of the child for using the product is 1,5 to 5 years.
General warnings
Do not use the product, if any of its parts (e.g. screws, wooden dowels) are loose, missing or broken. After assembly of the product and during the use of the product check periodically (at least
once a week) and carefully that all the fastings (e.g. screws, wooden dowels) are tightly fastened
and no part of the product is loose, missing or broken.
Do not make the details of the product on your own, should they break. In case of need of spare
parts, please contact the producer OÜ Ning: nipstikids@gmail.com; facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nipstikids/.
Instructions and warnings related to use
The product is intended for home use only.
NEVER let the child to use the helper tower before the product has been fully assembled and placed
on a flat floor surface. ALWAYS make sure that the helper tower placed on the flat floor surface is
stabile (e.g. that there is nothing under the foot of the tower-table that could cause the tower-table to
fluctuate etc.).
Before letting the child on the helper tower, ALWAYS make sure that the helper tower is firmly
fixed in the tower-position or in the desk-position, i.e. make sure that the screws with handels on
both sides of the product are tightly fastened. Otherwise, the helper tower may open up and the
child may fall from it, or if in the desk-position, the product may move and child’s fingers may get
stuck between the edges of the product. Upon first use of the product the adult should show to the
child how the helper tower is to be used.
The helper tower is intended for use in the tower-position as follows: place the helper tower by the
higher surface (kitchen counter, work desk, sink) so that the back side which does not have the
climing steps, is placed at the surface. The helper tower must ALWAYS be used under the supervi-

sion of an adult. The child must be explained that using the helper tower without the supervision of
an adult or in any other manner that its intended used, is not allowed.
NEVER use the helper tower in the tower-position in the middle of the room. The helper tower is in
tower-position stable in side directions and front direction (the side that is used for climing of the
tower), but the stability is lower in the back direction. If the child is bigger, he/she may tilt the
helper tower in the back direction and fall off from it.
The helper tower is intended for use in the desk-position on the flat floor surface as the children’s
desk and bench.
NEVER use the product outdoors. The product is intended for use only indoors.
NEVER place the product with the child on a sloping surface or on the stairs. The product must be
placed on a flat floor.
NEVER leave the child unattended when using the product. Upon using the product make sure that
the child is within the arm’s reach of an adult.
NEVER leave the product while it is not in use within the reach of the child, on or in the vincinity
of the stairs, a step or other sloping surface.
NEVER leave the product while it is not in use in the tower-position, because in such case the child
may climb on it, fall and injure himself/herself. ALWAYS put the product that is not is use to the
desk-position. Nevertheless it must be observed that the child does not unfasten the screws with
handles that fix the product in the desk-position. If the screws with handles are loose, the child can
independently change the postition of the product - such situation is very dangerous. Eeven if the
child does not change the position of the product, his/her fingers may get stuck between the moving
parts of the product.
NEVER let the child to change to the helper tower from the tower-position to the desk-position and
vice versa. Changing of the position of the helper tower from the tower-position to the desk-position and vice versa must always be performed by an adult.
Store the product only indoors.
NEVER place the product in the vincinity of dangerous things or appliances (e.g. oven, stowe, fire
place).
NEVER let the child to climb on the helper tower when it is wet. Upon using of the helper tower by
the child ALWAYS check that any liquid on the helper tower is immediately cleaned away. Liquid
on the helper tower may cause the child to slip and fall.
The child should use the helper tower in the tower-position bare foot or with shoes that have nonslippery soles. Climbing on the tower-dest with socks, stockings etc. may cause the child to slip and
fall.

Make sure that while using the helper tower in the tower-position the child does not wear very
loose, open or other clothes that may pose a threath to the child, e.g. scarf, towel etc. that may get
stuck in the parts of the helper tower and cause injuries to the child.
NEVER please on the helper tower items that may cause a choking hazard to the child, including,
but not limited to strings, ribbons, chains, straps, dog leashes nor heavy items that may cause the
helper tower to become unstable and fall over.
Changing the position of the helper tower
Changing the helper tower from the tower-position to desk-position and vice versa is easy: loosen
the screws with handles, break the helper tower from the hindge in the middle to the desired position and fasten the helper tower to the desired position with the screws with the handles on both
sides.
Instructions and warnings related to maintenance
An adult should check periodically (at least once a week) or at any time when the product starts to
fluctuate or loosen up, all the screws and fastenings of the product. Loose screws and fastenings
must be fastened immediately. If thereafter the product remains to fluctuate or is loose, then stop
using the product and contact the producer OÜ Ning: nipstikids@gmail.com; facebook: https://
www.facebook.com/nipstikids/.
For cleaning the product use a damp soft cloth, and if needed, gentle non-abrasive cleaning agent.
Do not use for cleaning a sponge or a cloth with a rough surface as this may permanently damage
the surface of the product. After each use clean the product from the dirt and liquid on the product.
If the product has become unusable
If the product has become unusable (e.g. the product has broken, the product has extensive moisture
damages and it cannot be repaired) utilise the product according to the applicable waste managment
requirements.
Utilise the product package according to the applicable waste management requirements. Upon
keeping the product package store it in a place that is outside the reach of children. The package is
not intended for playing or for any other use by the children.
Thank you for purchaching our helper tower. We wish you a wonderful user experience. We
are sure that NIPSTI! helper tower shall create many happy moments for the entire family.
Have fun making interesting things together,
NIPSTI!

